Axia
Max
The Axia Max is an exclusive chair that is particularly
suitable for middle to higher management.

Philosophy
“Ergonomics is the study of and attempt to adapt working conditions to the
nature and limitations of people. The aim is to increase people’s welfare and
improve performance”.
This principle, which is inextricably linked to human biomechanics, is our
profession. Biomechanics is all about physiology (circulation and nutrition
of muscles and joints) and mechanics (the forces exerted on the muscles
and the locomotor apparatus.) Thanks to mechanics in particular, we have
gained an insight into the load-bearing capacity of ligaments and it has been
ascertained that static forces on the body are unhealthy and therefore risky.

www.bma-ergonomics.com

Axia
Max

Axia VDU chairs
Every Axia is particularly suitable for either VDU work
or reading and writing. There are various versions of
the Axia VDU chair. A number of important features
can be seen in every version.
Every Axia offers the dynamic seating option. The seat
and backrest move in concert, ensuring the correct
support for the pelvis while the angle between back and
seat remains the same.
The armrests do not move with the chair in the dynamic seating position. This ensures that, while you are
working, the armrests remain in the same position
relative to your desk. In this way, the lower arms receive

optimum support in any posture and the user cannot
become jammed between the armrests and the desk.
The armrests can be adjusted to the required width and
ideal height: as an extension of the desktop. The foremost part of the seat is fixed, so that only the rearmost
part moves up and down. The result: optimum and
comfortable support when sitting passively and correct
activation of back and stomach muscles when sitting
actively. This keeps the seat height correct at all times.
All Axia chairs are available in a range of suitable upholstery materials. Another option is to supply your own
materials.

design: Well Design

Axia Max
The Axia Max is an exclusive chair that is particularly suitable for middle to higher management.
This chair is exclusive in terms of its design, quality
and functionality. The Axia Max has earned this status
thanks to its adjustable pelvic support and upholstered
seat back.
The Axia Max has all the features of an Axia VDU chair
and can be completely adjusted to suit the wishes and
requirements of each individual user. The chair offers
extra ergonomic sitting comfort thanks to its high back
and optional headrest.

Functions of the Axia Max

Axia Max, the exclusive VDU chair.

Functions which need to be changed during work can
be operated on both the right and left hand sides of the
chair.
Option: Headrest
The Axia Max has an optional headrest. This headrest is
unique, thanks to its modern design and multiadjustability with minimum controls. This headrest has
an easily adjustable height and depth movement range.
It can be adjusted three dimensionally using only 2
controls.

Reach

Operation

Seat height

40 – 55 cm

on both sides of the chair

Seat depth

38 – 48 cm

on both sides of the seat

Seat angle

		
+ 5° – -14°

on both sides of the chair

Back angle

15°

on both sides of the seat

Weight setting

40 – 135 kg

central under the front
of the seat

Armrests (height)

20 – 31 cm

on the armrests

Armrests (width/depth)

36 – 53 cm / 4 cm

on the armrests

Headrest (depth)

10 cm

push button at the base
of the seat back

Headrest (height)

15 cm

in the headrest

